A large number of mammals, including humans, have intricate outer ear shapes that diffract incoming sound in a direction-and frequency-specific manner. Through this physical process, the outer ear shapes encode sound-source information into the sensory signals from each ear. Our results show that horseshoe bats could dynamically control these diffraction processes through fast nonrigid ear deformations. The bats' ear shapes can alter between extreme configurations in about 100 ms and thereby change their acoustic properties in ways that would suit different acoustic sensing tasks.
Bats occupy a wide variety of sensory-ecological niches [1] [2] [3] . Some of this diversity has likely been facilitated by adaptations in properties of the biosonar system such as the waveform of the emitted pulses [4, 5] or the beam pattern [6] . Based on the duty cycles of their pulse trains, bats are frequently grouped into high-(HDC) and low-duty cycle (LDC) species [7, 8] . In the biosonar pulses of LDC bats, frequency changes continuously over time, whereas it stays constant for portions of the pulses of HDC species.
Beam patterns for sound reception describe the distribution of receiver sensitivity over direction at a given frequency. The biosonar beam patterns of several species of bats have been characterized with a variety of experimental and numerical methods already [6, [9] [10] [11] [12] . A comparison of numerical beam pattern estimates from a set containing different species of HDC and LDC bats ( Fig. 1) indicates the presence of categorical differences between these two sensory-ecological groups: In HDC bats, beam patterns ( Fig. 1 , top row) tend to be simple and dominated by a single global maximum (main lobe). Additional local sensitivity maxima (side lobes) tend to be few and of much lower amplitude than the main lobe. In contrast to this, the beam patterns of LDC bats (Fig. 1 , bottom row) tend to have prominent side lobes that change direction in a frequency-dependent fashion. Previously published bat biosonar beam patterns of LDC [13] [14] [15] [16] and HDC bats [17] support the existence of these differences. The beam patterns of HDC bats are well suited for on-axis target detection or identification but are not well adapted for estimating target direction based on spectral signatures.
HDC bats-and horseshoe bats in particular-have long been known for their conspicuous pinna movements [18, 19] , and early anatomical work [18] has demonstrated the presence of specialized muscular actuation mechanisms that enable them. Experimental results have demonstrated that immobilizing the pinnae of these bats degrades target localization in the vertical direction [20] . The target direction cues generated by rigid rotation of a receiver and its static beam pattern in target localization have also been analyzed already [21] . Rotations of an otherwise unchanged beam pattern have also been suggested as an approximation to the effects of ear movements in cats [22] . Whereas the rigid pinna rotations can only reorient an otherwise unchanged beam pattern, a nonrigid change in pinna shape could potentially alter the geometry of the beam pattern and thereby provide additional degrees of freedom for encoding relevant information into the received signals.
In order to investigate whether bats can carry out nonrigid pinna deformations, we have built time-varying, complete 3D digital models of the pinnae of behaving greater horseshoe bats, Rhinolophus ferrumequinum. To accomplish this, we have combined high-speed computer vision, high-resolution computer tomography, and numerical mechanical deformable model formulations [23] .
Using these methods, cyclical nonrigid changes in pinna shape were observed: During each cycle, the pinna transitioned from an upright position to a bent position and back. When bending, the tip of the pinna moved down, outwards and backwards relative to the head. The lateral portions of the pinna moved in opposite directions with the frontal portion moving distally and the caudal portion moving proximally (Fig. 2 ). Movements conforming with this pattern were observed in all 13 individuals of which highspeed video recordings were obtained. The maximum deformation component of the displacement was typically more than 4 mm which corresponds to $15% of the pinna height and is similar in size to the wavelengths in the strongest harmonic (4.3-5.7 mm) of the biosonar pulse. Hence, the observed deformations were large enough to effect considerable change in the phase relationship between wave field contributions from different parts of the pinna surface and alter the beam pattern substantially. The movements occurred on a time scale similar to the length
week ending 18 NOVEMBER 2011 0031-9007=11=107(21)=214301 (5) 214301-1 Ó 2011 American Physical Society of the pulse in these animals ($ 50 ms, [24] ) with entire cycles often being completed in less than 200 ms (sometimes cycles last considerably longer, e.g., Fig. 2 ). Efficient numerical methods for estimating beam patterns from digital shape models have been used to analyze the ear geometry from different individuals, stages of the deformation cycle, and ultrasonic frequencies [23, 25] . Each deformation cycle was sampled at nine (eight in two cases) instants in time that were representative of the different cycle stages. For each instant, the beam patterns of the respective pinna geometries were obtained for sound frequencies from 60 to 80 kHz at 5 kHz intervals. The sampled frequency range covers the observed band of the strongest harmonic of the individuals' biosonar ($ 60 to $77 kHz).
Systematic changes in the beam patterns were seen as the pinnae bent and straightened again. These changes resulted in quantitative as well as qualitative beam pattern differences between the upright and bent pinna geometries that were consistent across all recordings: For the upright position of the pinna, the side lobes of the beam pattern were weak compared to the main lobe (as much as À15 dB difference between maxima). As the pinna deformed, the sensitivity in the side lobes increased significantly relative to the main lobe (Fig. 3) . The relative contributions of a main lobe or a set of side lobes to the overall sensitivity of the pinna were quantified by integrating the sensitivity gain over the solid angle of the respective lobe or lobes (''total sensitivity,'' see Fig. 4 ). Regardless of bending state, the beam patterns always contained a strong main lobe (Fig. 3) that contributed approximately the same amount of integrated sensitivity to the normalized beam pattern. In contrast to this, the contribution of the side lobes to the total sensitivity in the normalized beam pattern increased dramatically in the bent shape configuration of the pinna [ Fig. 4(a) ]. At maximum, the side lobe sensitivity was about 5 times larger in the bent than in the upright pinna [ Fig. 4(a) ]. In some cases, the sensitivity maxima of a side 
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214301-2 lobe even surpassed the respective main lobes to become the global sensitivity maximum. Investigation of the raw (not normalized) beam pattern data revealed that the changes in the relative weight of main lobe to side lobe was primarily due to an increased sensitivity in the side lobe; the gain of the main lobe changed comparatively little during deformation of the pinnae. When the pinnae returned from their bent state to an upright position at the end of the deformation cycle, the beam patterns also reverted to their previous configuration [ Figs. 3 and 4(a) ].
To characterize the changes in the main and side lobes over frequency, an overlap between the solid angles enclosed by À3 dB isogain contours was computed as a similarity measure. It was used to compare the position and geometry of the same lobes across different frequencies. The average of the overlap between the lobes of the four pairs of neighboring frequencies computed was then taken as a single measure of change with frequency. Using this similarity measure, it was confirmed that the main lobes changed little across frequency [ Fig. 4(b) ]. As was the case for the lobe strength, the behavior of the side lobes differed from that of the main lobes. For the majority of the side lobes, position and shape depended strongly on frequency. As a result, the side lobes at neighboring All changes in the beam pattern as a function of ear deformation described here were seen in a qualitatively similar fashion across all studied frequencies. There were no systematic differences between the behavior of beam patterns with deformation at different frequencies. In particular, no significant differences between the sub-bands of the frequency-modulated and the constant-frequency portions of the biosonar pulses were found.
Different beam patterns have different merits and are hence better suited for some estimation tasks than for others. For example, beam patterns that concentrate their sensitivity for all frequencies in a single direction are well suited for detection of weak signals coming from this direction. They also favor the identification of sound sources from the spectral signature of the received echoes [26] . In this case, the concentration of sensitivity maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio which also helps identification. Furthermore, orienting the main lobes across all frequencies in the same direction results in a flat transfer function for signals from sources in that direction. This facilitates spectral identification because the spectral signature of the target is not perturbed during echo reception. The beam patterns of all the upright pinnae from the behavioral experiments as well as those of the static shapes from other HDC bat species analyzed (examples shown in Fig. 1 top row) , fall under this category. Accurate monaural target localization imposes requirements on the beam pattern that may conflict with detection and identification [26] : It is favored by beam patterns with frequencydependent change in the direction of the lobes that encode information on target direction into the echo's spectral profile [11] . Accurate monaural direction finding requires large changes in the beam gain with direction and frequency [Figs. 4(b) (ii) and 4(b)(iv)], but not necessarily in an orderly or easily comprehensible fashion. The beam pattern estimates obtained for the pinnae of LDC bat species (examples in Fig. 1 bottom row) fall into this category. The beam pattern estimates for the bent pinnae in the behavioral experiments also show the same qualitative features (Fig. 5) .
Our findings suggest that horseshoe bats could use nonrigid deformations of their ears as a physical mechanism to switch between beam patterns with different qualities and hence different functional roles. How these different patterns could be integrated into the animals' biosonar system remains an open question: Even though attempts to correlate biosonar emissions and ear movements have been made in early studies [19, 27] , it remains to be determined what the time relationships between ear deformations, received echoes, and informational needs of the animals are. Since the time durations of the deformations and the emitted pulse are fairly similar, transitions between these ear shapes with different acoustic functions could happen either between successive echoes or within a single echo. Further behavioral experiments with bats are needed to determine if and how the animals make use of the dynamic adaptation substrate that the nonrigid pinna deformations provide. 
